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Outline
Refining and petrochemical industries operate complex energy systems based on several steam pressure levels, with fired boilers producing high pressure steam and burning different fuels, cogeneration of steam and electricity, dealing with fuel gas production/consumption imbalances, external fuels and electricity imports/exports with their corresponding commercial contracts and finally having to comply with many environmental constraints.

Different economic trade-offs provide many challenges to operate the site wide energy system at minimum cost. For instance, the trade-offs among electrical power, steam and fuels networks.

This paper discusses real industrial examples in which the sitewide utilities system of refinery and petrochemical Sites are optimized with a real time, on line, industrially proven software. Experiences gained during more than 20 years of industrial projects deployed worldwide are commented (Refs. 1 to 10 are related to some recent projects). Main project steps are explained and critical details to be taken into account to assure successful use and proper technology transfer are presented. Specific case studies will be discussed in the paper.

During a typical project, a detailed model of the steam, fuels, electricity, boiler feed water and condensates systems is built, including all the interactions between these systems, real plant constraints and degrees of freedom of their operation. Such a model is scheduled to perform automatic executions of the optimization of the entire system and is continually populated with validated live data from the process.

Besides the optimization, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are also calculated and sent back to the Site Plant Information System or DCSs for Operations and Management use. Other monitoring aspects include the continuous audit of the energy system so the data can be relied on for evaluating the value of energy production and usage, and waste can be eliminated.

Recommendations given by the model are taken into account by operations on a daily basis. The same model used for the online, real time optimization, is also used in stand alone mode, populated either with current or historical data, to perform case studies for planning or to evaluate alternatives for a better operation of the energy system.

As a result of the project, organization of the information of the refinery energy system into one model and a single environment that everyone has access to, is accomplished. Furthermore, the project allows for the understanding of all the decision variables and the associated constraints, which sometimes are hidden or ignored. Additionally, the centralization of the responsibilities for the energy system’s optimal operation is usually achieved.

The importance of a proactive support program, which is underway for many of our clients, with the goal of ensuring that the benefits of the project are sustained and that the health of the model is kept in check over time, are also described.
**Introduction**

Refineries and petrochemical plants usually operate large and complex utilities and energy systems. They burn several type of fuels, operate cogeneration units to supplement the electric power purchases or export electricity, need to provide several steam pressure levels to different types of consumers and observe emission limits.

In almost all of the cases, these complex utilities and energy systems have several degrees of freedom. Proper manipulation of the degrees of freedom with the aid of cost-based optimization software can result in significant operating cost savings. Since the electrical system represents one of the main economic trade-offs with the steam system, electrical deregulation provides many new challenges to operate the overall combined energy system at minimum cost.

Other important aspects are that utilities systems are continuously evolving (changes are frequent) and that sometimes, there is a lack of sensors and measurement errors that needs to be addressed properly.

Moreover, utilities systems have several constraints that come usually from the operational and contractual sides. For example, minimum and maximum steam production capacity in the boilers, the need to maintain a steam production cushion due to safety reasons, or the fuels and electric power quotas and penalties.

Finally, it is important to mention that traditionally, given the complexity of the systems, the optimization of the utilities is often managed at the level of each individual Plant or Area. But the optimization of each individual Area does not necessarily give the true overall site optimum. Moreover, an attempt to optimize a whole site based on an isolated view of each Plant at a time could be worse than doing nothing.

In the dynamic operational and economical environment of a Plant, implementing the proper actions necessary for the optimum utilities system management can only be done with the aid of an on-line tool. It should execute in an unattended, automated way, providing at any time the right answers to the different users (from operators to engineers), with the man-machine interface appropriate for each one of them.

In order to successfully address all the items mentioned above, a software tool called Visual MESA has been developed. The original MESA program was developed in the early 1980’s. Since the Visual MESA version was released in 1997, it has been implemented in more than 40 sites and is extensively in use to model and optimize the overall site energy and utilities systems.

Experiences gained during more than 20 years of industrial projects deployed worldwide are commented (Refs. 1 to 10 are related to some recent projects). Some examples are explained in the following section.

**Industrial Project Examples**

The following real industrial projects are presented as examples:

- Complex refinery with high conversion Units
  - Fuel gas network management and integration
• Large refinery
  ▪ Electricity import/export scenarios
• Medium-size refinery plus olefins complex
  ▪ Coordination among plant areas to optimize the overall site
• Medium size refinery complex
  ▪ Example of day to day recommendations and their impact

Complex Refinery with High Conversion

At the Petronor site, Spain’s largest refinery (ref. 1) with a processing capacity of eleven million tons a year, the on-line model for energy management has been implemented. Its energy system is large and complex; therefore, the auditing and control of energy costs are a real challenge.

A full model of the energy system has been built. All the constraints have been included and the model is continually populated with live, validated data. Performance monitoring is performed and includes the follow up of calculated equipment efficiencies using the validated data mentioned before.

By auditing the energy system, imbalances are detected and diagnosed. As a result, the data can be relied on for evaluating the value of energy production and usage, and waste can be eliminated. Planning for a better operation of the energy system by performing case studies is usually done by using the validated model in off-line mode. Finally, it is important to mention that the optimization of operating conditions is performed on a continuous, day-to-day basis since the system was commissioned in 2005.

As a result of the project, new sensors have been added and substantial savings in global energy costs have been achieved.

The model includes the entire fuel, steam, boiler feed water, condensate and power systems. Steam is generated in several places, with both conventional boilers, heat recovery steam generators and a cogeneration unit with steam injection.

The four steam pressure levels were modeled and all the units considered in high detail, including all the consumers and suppliers to the respective steam, BFW and condensate headers.

Detailed efficiency curves of the biggest turbines were included in the model and they are adjusted continuously with on-line validated data.

Electricity and fuel supply contract details have been included in the model. In particular, the purchased Natural Gas daily quota was rigorously modeled and the constraints respected during the routine optimization.
In order to illustrate the obtained benefits, optimization results are shown in Figure 1. The results correspond to one day of operation using Visual MESA. Savings are indicated as a percentage of total energy costs.

After implementing the optimization recommendations, operation is closer to the minimum global energy cost, as it can be seen in the plot, after 9:36. When the operator saw in the report potential savings higher than 1% of the overall utilities system cost, he implemented the optimization recommendations (in this case, a combination of changes in boiler loads and steam flows among production areas).

**Large Refinery**

Repsol YPF La Coruña Refinery operates a large and complex energy system. The implementation project is described in detail in ref. 3.

The refinery also operates high conversion units, including a Coke and FCC. The energy system is based around five steam headers and two cogenerations plants producing steam and electricity. The refinery has two main areas separated by more than 3 km from each other: “Nostián” or Conversion area is where the utilities plant area, FCC and Coke units are located, and “Bens” or Refinery area is where several consumers such as crude units are located.

The steam network includes a “very high pressure” steam header, “high pressure” steam headers, two levels of “medium pressure” steam headers and “low pressure” steam headers.

The “very high pressure” steam header starts in one of the cogeneration units.

The “high pressure” steam is generated mainly in four boilers, the heat recovery steam generator at the other cogeneration unit, the Calcination unit, FCC and Hydrogen boilers. The major high pressure steam users are the FCC and Coke units, fuel oil heaters, a turbo generator and the cooling water system area.
One of the levels of the “medium pressure” steam headers is supplied by letdown from higher levels (through turbines or letdown valves) and by the turbogenerator backpressure extraction. Users of this steam level are almost all the users at the Refinery area (Bens).

The other level of “medium pressure” steam is supplied by letdown from upper levels (by letdown valves or turbines) and by the FCC, Coke, Vacuum and the medium pressure heat recovery steam generator of one of the cogeneration units. Users of this steam level are almost all units of the Conversion area (Nostián).

The “low pressure” steam headers are supplied by letdown from upper levels (letdown valves and turbines), some steam generators and also flash tanks. The users of this pressure level steam are units in both the Conversion and Refinery areas.

Electricity generation is performed by the two cogeneration units, including turbo generators. The refinery is usually an exporter of electricity. The refinery is also able to import electricity if necessary since it is connected to the electricity external grid. The electricity system is especially interesting because the usual condition is to sell to the market the contractual power at a given price and penalty (if not fulfilled), which changes on an hourly basis.

With respect to the fuel gas network, there are several suppliers and consumers of fuel gas. The most important consumer is the gas turbine of one of the cogeneration units. When the fuel gas density or pressure decreases, propane is automatically added to the network. It is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2 – Repsol YPF La Coruña Refinery Utilities System: Fuel Gas Network View](image)

MS Excel provides a familiar environment for users to generate reports and views for the simulation and optimization of the system. It also enables users who are not familiar with the model to take advantage of the information the software provides.
Figure 3 shows an example of a report generated. In the worksheet shown, steam generation and fuel consumption are reported for the current (simulation) and optimized values.

### Generación de vapor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOLUCIÓN FACTIBLE</th>
<th>Actual th</th>
<th>Vapor Optimizado th</th>
<th>Delta th</th>
<th>Combustible Actual Nm3h o th</th>
<th>Combustible Optimizado Nm3h o th</th>
<th>Delta th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calderas BL-2201</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL-2201-A (VAP)</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>-4.6</td>
<td>FG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL-2201-B (VAP)</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>-4.8</td>
<td>FO (Auto)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL-2201-C (VAP)</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>-5.5</td>
<td>FG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL-2201-D (VAP)</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>FO (Manual)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Producido VAP</td>
<td>164.8</td>
<td>148.2</td>
<td>-16.6</td>
<td>Total FO Calderas</td>
<td>1229</td>
<td>1229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Capacidad máxima de producción de vapor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Nueva</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>148.2</td>
<td>1229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Coeficiente de producción

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valor de alta presión producido</th>
<th>th</th>
<th>th</th>
<th>th</th>
<th>Nm3h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>11951</td>
<td>11942</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Coeficiente de producción

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valor de media presión (VMP11) producido</th>
<th>th</th>
<th>th</th>
<th>th</th>
<th>Nm3h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Coeficiente de inyección Cogeneración 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valor de baja presión (VBP) inyectado</th>
<th>th</th>
<th>th</th>
<th>th</th>
<th>Nm3h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>-11.4</td>
<td>382</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Coeficiente de inyección Cogeneración 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valor de baja presión inyectado</th>
<th>th</th>
<th>th</th>
<th>th</th>
<th>Nm3h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DESARREDORES, Consumo de vapor y agua

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valor (th)</th>
<th>Aqua (th)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mathematically, the calculation is as follows:

\[
\text{Aguas tratadas consumidas} = 157.9 + 145.5 - 11.4 = 292.0
\]

---

**Medium-Size Refinery plus Olefins Complex**

The Repsol YPF Tarragona Refinery, located in Spain, with a refining capacity of eight million tons per year of crude oil, operates a large and complex utilities system. The refinery shares its utilities system with a neighboring Olefins Plant (ref. 2) and is optimized as a whole.
A complete model of the utilities system of the overall site was built (see Figure 4). The model contains the entire steam, boiler feed water, condensate and power systems. Steam is generated in several different units, with conventional boilers, gas turbine heat recovery steam generators and two cogeneration units.

The five steam pressure levels were modeled and all the units considered in high detail, including all the consumers and suppliers to the respective steam, BFW and condensate headers.

Detailed efficiency curves of the biggest turbines were included in the model and they are adjusted continuously with on-line validated data.

Since Visual MESA is an operations-oriented tool, the proper training of the operating personnel is a very important project step. The different shifts have been trained by using the finally deployed model. Inputs gathered from the operators during and after the training class have been very valuable to improve the reports and other displayed information.

When analyzing the optimization recommendations, a foreman with coverage of the whole Refinery, Utilities and Olefins Units was the person with responsibilities to coordinate the overall optimization implementation on a day-to-day basis.

In order to evaluate with accuracy the economic benefits obtained with the use of this tool, the following real-time test has been done:

- First month: Base Line - Visual MESA being executed on-line, predicting the potential benefits but no optimization actions are taken.
- Second month: Operators trained and optimization suggestions are gradually implemented.
- Third month: Optimization recommendations are followed on a daily basis.

Figure 5 shows the results of this test. Over that period, annualized savings of more than 2 MM €/year were measured.

![Figure 5 – Energy Costs Reduction Evolution by Using an On-Line Energy Management Tool](image)

**Medium size refinery complex**

This is an example of the kind of Visual MESA daily recommendations. In a French refinery a set of manual operating recommendations given by the optimizer during a Shift have been (Ref 6):

- Pump swaps.
- Fuels to boilers (i.e., FG and FO).

As a result of the manual actions, the changes performed by the control system have been:

- Steam production at boilers.
- Letdown and vent rates.
Figures 6a, 6b, 6c and 6d show the impact of the Manually-applied optimisation actions on steam production, fuel use and CO2 emissions reduction. Obtained benefits can be summarised as follows:

- Almost 1 tph less FO consumed.
- Approx 7 tph less high pressure steam produced.
- Approx 2 tph less CO2 emitted.
- Approx 200 kW more electricity imported (which was the lowest cost energy available).

**Figure 6a.** Boiler C (100% fuel gas); 2tph less of steam
Figure 6b. Boiler D (FO and FG); 2 tph less of steam and FO to the minimum

Figure 6c. Boiler F (FO and FG); more than 3tph less of steam
Software Description and Functionality

The software used in all the industrial project examples mentioned above is Visual MESA. Visual MESA is a computer program designed to model steam, boiler feed water (BFW), condensate, fuel and electrical systems. It is an on-line program that receives live plant data from the steam, fuel, condensate, BFW, and electrical system metering devices via a standard link to the plant information system.

It typically works uninterruptedly retrieving on-line data from the process, evaluating continuously the utilities and energy system optimization alternatives and writing key performance indicators back to the plant information system.

Main benefits that can be usually obtained are summarized in the following paragraphs.

Optimization

It helps to find the most economical way to run the utilities and energy systems, while remaining within the real operating constraints. It enables plant personnel to:

- Understand how to improve the optimum steam/electrical system operation.
- Evaluate the economical impact of an operational change quickly.
- Optimize the overall cost of fuel for steam generation and electricity, including the choice of the most convenient combination of turbines and motors.
- Make a good use of the utilities network data availability and improve its quality.
**Monitoring**

It provides a number of monitoring features that help access data, control data quality, and alert about changes to the system. These features are:

- Plant, equipments and streams information
- Trending data
- Alerting on the big changes
- Data quality (balloons, graphically representing header mass balance imbalances)

**Case Studies (“What If?” Planning)**

It allows performing and evaluating “What If?” cases that enable plant personnel to find ways to operate more efficiently and at less cost. Some examples are:

- Front-end loading on projects
- True “Plant-wide” project evaluation
- Steam, fuel, BFW, condensate, and electrical system improvements
- CO₂ emission cost

**Auditing & Accounting**

It helps plant personnel to find where steam waste is occurring in the steam system, provides information to account for it properly and identifies where the imbalances are and how they behave in time.

**Installation Architecture**

The software is installed for two types of uses: Stand-Alone use (Engineering station) and Client-Server use (Operators and Managers stations):

- Client-Server use (Figure 7): The purpose is to share the solutions, supporting multiple users. The Visual MESA server runs as a service on a PC. It automatically runs with no interruption every 15 minutes, writing results on the plant information system and generating reports. Any PC connected to the plant network can be configured to access the model and the reports. Users can connect in many ways (html, Excel, Graphical User Interface).
Figure 7 – Software Architecture: Client–Server Use

- Stand-Alone use (Figure 8): The purpose of this installation is for individual users to be able to run case studies on their own PCs, using a snapshot of the current model or any other model the user may have built and the current data or historical data (automatically taken from the plant information system via standard OPC Historical Data Access).

Figure 8 – Software Architecture: Stand-Alone Use
On-Line Capabilities
The on-line capabilities are a relevant portion of the software structure. The models are created from scratch acquiring and relying on real-time data. A standard OPC-based (OLE for Process Control) protocol interface has been provided to perform a smooth and easy communication with the appropriate data sources, such as a Distributed Control System (DCS), a Plant Information system or real-time data base. Sensor data can be linked to the Visual MESA model simulation and optimization blocks by simply dragging and dropping the corresponding icons from the builder’s palette and easily configuring the sensor object to protect the model from measurement errors and bad values through the extensive set of validation features provided. Figure 9 shows an example of the configuration options in case of sensor data validation failure.

Figure 9 – Configuration Details of a Sensor Added to the Model

Visual MESA has all the required features to implement on-line optimization including:

- Sensor data easily tied to the model (drag and drop)
- Data validation
- Steady-state detection
- On-line model identification
- Control system interfaces for closed loop, on-line optimization
- Closed loop model and control system reliability and feasibility checks
Optimization Variables and Constraints Configuration

Building a model that realistically represents the utilities and energy system topology, includes all the optimization variables and constraints and, at the same time, captures all the system economics, especially the fuels and electricity contractual complexity, is a straightforward task when Visual MESA is being used.

During model and optimization development, the following set of variables must be identified and properly configured:

**Optimization Variables**

Optimization variables are those variables where there exists a relatively free choice on what that value might be. For example, the steam production rate at which a particular boiler operates is a free choice as long as the total steam production is satisfied, thus each boiler flow can be optimized so that the most efficient boilers’ production is maximized. There are two kinds of optimization variables that must be handled in optimizing a steam and electric system:

1. **Continuous Variables:** Such as steam production from a fired boiler or steam flow through a steam driven turbogenerator. It is also important to determine if the unit should be shutdown, recognizing its minimum operating limit.

2. **Discrete Variables:** Where the optimizer has to basically decide if a particular piece of equipment will operate or not. The most common occurrence of this kind of optimization in refinery steam systems is spared pump optimization where there is the need to choose which of two pumps to operate, one of which is driven by a steam turbine and the other by an electric motor.

**Constrained Variables**

Constrained variables are those variables that cannot be freely chosen by the optimizer but must be limited for practical operation. There are two kinds of constraints to handle in steam and electrical system optimization:

1. **Direct Equipment Constraints:** An example of a direct equipment constraint is turbogenerator power output. In a turbogenerator, the steam that flows through the generator can be optimized within specified flow limits but there will also be a maximum power production limit. Another example is the emission limit (for example, on NO\textsubscript{x}, SO\textsubscript{2}, particulate material, CO\textsubscript{2}, etc.) related to the different fuels burned.

2. **Abstract Constraints:** An abstract constraint is one where the variable is not directly measured in the system or a constraint that is not a function of a single piece of equipment. An example of this type of constraint is a steam cushion (or excess steam production capacity). Steam cushion is a measure of the excess capacity in the system and provides a safety margin in case of an unexpected shutdown of a given steam generator. If this kind of constraint were not utilized, then an optimizer would usually recommend that the absolute minimum number of steam producers be operated. This is sometimes unsafe because the failure of one of the units could lead to the shut down of the entire facility.

**Typical Project Schedule**

A typical project schedule includes the following main steps:
• Kick-Off Meeting
• Control System Review
• Off-Site Model Building
• Mid-Point Review
• Burn-In Period
• Commissioning Visit

**Kick Off Meeting**

During this step data collection is done. This includes the Piping and Instruments Diagrams, a tags list from the Real Time Database (plant information system) and equipment data sheets. Software installation and connection to the Plant Information system is done at the beginning of the project.

**Control System Review**

A review of the steam, power, and fuel control systems with knowledgeable experts is performed. The goals of this Control System review are:

- Develop a list of variables already controlled and how Visual MESA needs to relate to them.
- Identify any needed new control strategies or changes to existing strategies to implement optimization.

As a result, the optimization suggestions can be achieved properly through the existing operating procedures and control strategies and structure.

**Off-Site Model Building**

A complete model of the overall Energy System is built. The model includes the whole fuel, steam, boiler feed water, condensate and electrical systems.

All the steam pressure levels are modeled as well as all the production units utilities network, with a high level of detail including all the consumers and suppliers to the respective steam, boiler feed water and condensate headers.

Electricity and fuel supply contract details are easily included in the model, with the electricity market cost updated from the real time data base system tags, when available.

The fuel gas network is usually also modeled, as it is involved with the steam and power generation equipment and all its constraints and degrees of freedoms are also taken into account by Visual MESA.

A well-tuned model would generally be run at Level 3, with a run at Level 4 once in a while to evaluate potential operational changes.

The objective function Visual MESA optimizes is the total operating cost of the system, which is:

\[ \text{Total Operating Cost} = \text{Total Fuel Cost} + \text{Total Electric Cost} + \sum \text{Miscellaneous Costs} \]
The SQP optimizer’s job is to minimize this objective function subject to operating constraints in the system.

*Total Fuel Cost* is determined from the fuel use of each boiler and combustion turbine multiplied by their respective fuel prices.

*Total Electric Cost* is determined from the net electric use of each motor, load, and generator multiplied by their respective electric prices. The electric generation (power selling) is just negative electric use. The model can take into account the electricity price corresponding to the actual hour of the day as well as the penalties associated to selling more or less power than the market arranged exportation amount, if any.

*Miscellaneous Costs* are normally used to charge for demineralised water coming into the system, but can be used for any other cost related to the energy system (for example CO$_2$ emission cost).

Calculations to model and optimize CO$_2$ emission cost are also developed and run together with the electric, steam and fuel optimization and help choose the best fuel to use in boilers and gas turbines taking into account the emission costs. A standard feature of the software, the “constituents” can be used to model the emission produced by each type of fuel.

**Mid-Point Review**

The model and optimization configuration is reviewed with users.

Training at engineering and users’ level is performed, including the following items:

- Basic skills (model navigation and menus)
- Optimization
- Monitoring capabilities
- Case studies (“What If?” planning)
- Building models
- Building custom reports
- Software architecture

**Burn-In Period**

Model fine tuning and optimization results analysis is performed on a daily basis. Minor model modifications and additions or adjustments of constraints are done. At the end of this period, operators start using the tool every day.

**Commissioning Visit**

The model is in use by Operations for site-wide costs minimization and as the energy watch dog. Economic benefits already obtained are reviewed and improvements for the future are discussed.
Key Performance Indicators

In addition to the main purpose of the real time online optimization, appropriate performance metrics can also be identified and performance targets can be set during the real time energy management project. Also, within the model calculation and reporting infrastructure, corrective actions in the case of detected deviations from target performance can be recommended.

Those metrics are usually known as Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) and can be:

- High level KPIs that monitor site performance and are geared toward use by site and corporate management. For example: Total cost of the utilities system, predicted benefits, main steam headers imbalances, emissions, etc.

- Unit level KPIs that monitor individual unit performance and are geared toward use by unit management and technical specialists. For example: plant or area costs, boilers and heaters efficiencies, condensate recovery percentage, use of energy per unit of production, etc.

The metrics are intended to be used in a Site Monitoring and Targeting program where actual performance is tracked against targets in a timely manner, with deviations triggering a corrective response that results in savings.

Two of the main KPIs written back to the real time data base by Visual MESA are the Energy System economics and calculated efficiencies.

Each time the system is executed, the potential gap between the current operating the costs and the minimum operating costs is calculated. The savings associated with this gap will be materialized only if all the suggested optimization movements are implemented simultaneously. These predicted savings constitute one of the main economic KPIs.

It is expected that, if the operators implement all the proposed recommendations on a continuous basis, the potential gap will start decreasing over time. If in the future the system is in a new condition, a new potential gap will re-appear until the operators make the optimizing movements, and the cycle is repeated. If the projected savings are consistently high, this should prompt Management, Supervision and/or Engineering staff to identify any issue that is impeding the capture of the costs reduction.

Most commonly historized equipment efficiencies are: Boilers and heaters efficiency, Gas Turbines Heat Recovery Steam Generation systems (HRSGs) efficiencies, and Gas Turbines heat rate. Their long term trends help to identify those pieces of equipment that can lose efficiency over time and therefore justify cleaning, when possible.

Headers imbalances are also usually historized (the software automatically calculates the mass imbalances for each header where a special Visual MESA ad-hoc calculation block, called “balloon” is located).

Also, the headers imbalances are often related to sensor failures. A sudden increase of an imbalance would trigger the search for the cause. If a bad signal sensor or an out of range signal is identified, it would need to be repaired and or re-ranged.
**Sustainability Program**

A proactive support program, which is underway for many of our clients, with the goal of ensuring that the benefits of the project are sustained and that the health of the model is kept in check over time is very important.

This advanced sustainability program is achieved by Soteica having remote access to the solution in order to conduct monthly audits of the models. Thanks to this program it has been possible to avoid the short term obsolescence that this type of systems usually suffers. Also, when personnel changes occur, Soteica acts as a transition back-up until the new resource is in place and trained avoiding discontinuity in the usage of the solution.

Under the Sustainability program the communication between the technology supplier and the end user becomes very fluid enabling the refinery personnel to develop the necessary skills in order to modify and revamp existing models on their own, as well as using the tool for planning and investment decisions via case studies.

When refiners identify that the Total Cost of Ownership, including the sustainability services, has paybacks of less than 6 months they concur that keeping advanced technologies such as Energy Real Time Optimization up and running and evergreen is a logical step. Not only is it profitable but it allows the refinery to operate at minimum energy cost and within emissions constraints, 24x7x365.

**Conclusions**

An on-line tool for industrial energy management has been presented, along with the experiences gained on several successful projects. Energy cost reductions have been obtained taking advantage of the Visual MESA software functionalities. It demonstrated to be a robust optimizer and very well suited to be used on-line, providing optimization recommendations to the operators on a routine basis.

The model was also used to evaluate a priori “What If?” scenarios that include modifications or different operating alternatives of the utilities and energy systems. Auditing and accounting of steam and boiler feed water allows reducing steam waste and identifying imbalances. Finally, continuous monitoring allows preventing plant upsets and helps to quickly identify steam wastes.

It is important to emphasize the high involvement and motivation of plant operators found since the very beginning of the implementation projects. Coordination among plant areas in order to implement the proposed optimization recommendations is also a critical issue, so management involvement is crucial. The robustness of the tool helped operators to gain confidence on the overall optimization system.

Finally, users’ acceptance and widespread use, for both engineers and operators, is one of the key issues for a successful implementation.

The authors, working tightly with clients and Soteica engineering team members, have participated in many other successful implementations which resulted in significant economic benefits for the refining and petrochemical industries involved.
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